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  Oil and Gas ventures have left company exposed to 

unnecessary risks. 

 Cement prices have reached a peak, lowering the 

expectations for future revenues in the largest 

segment. 

 Anti-Trust lawsuit in the gypsum industry poses a 

significant risk for future growth. 

Company Description:   

 

Eagle Materials Inc. produces and distributes construction materials such as gypsum board, cement, paperboard, and 

concrete. In the last two years the company has begun to explore the oil and gas proppants industry, and purchased a small 

firm performing operations utilizing hydraulic fracturing technology. Headquartered in Dallas, Texas and founded in 1963, 

the firm has over 40 locations in the United States where it performs all of its operations and sales. Eagle handles every 

aspect of their production process including the mining and processing of materials such as gypsum, crushed stone, sand, 

gravel and more.  
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Thesis 

 

In the last two years Eagle has capitalized on their great 

success in the cement market by using accumulated 

earnings to purchase a relatively small hydraulic 

fracturing operator. Through this purchase the 

company has left itself exposed to a serious of 

unnecessary risks that appear to have been caused by 

unwise management. With the price of oil dropping last 

year it was arguably the worst time in recent history to 

have made this type of acquisition. Eagle now has a 

massive investment in an industry that has unfavorable 

outlooks. Their most profitable and largest segment is 

cement sales, which has seen a relatively stable margin 

until the last 3 years. Cement has risen in price on the 

consumer market in the last year, however this is a side 

effect of the increase in costs of production. It is 

unlikely that Eagle will be able to maintain the margins 

they have experienced in the last 3 quarters. Continuing 

in line with the decision to acquire an oil and gas 

company during an inadvisable period of time, the 

management team at Eagle has also made questionable 

decisions with whom they do business. Eagle has been 

drawn into a class action lawsuit due to their business 

partnerships with three companies who perform 

operations related to the gypsum industry. The anti-

trust lawsuit has been ongoing since January and will be 

for some time. Although the outcome of this lawsuit 

may not be felt in this fiscal year, the potential for 

negative impact is significant.  

 

Industry Outlook 

 

As changes occur throughout the country in relation to 

the housing and construction industries in 2016, Eagle 

will be caught in the turmoil that unfolds. According to 

multiple construction focused firms there has been a 

significant lack of skilled laborers available to meet the 

demand. During the economic downturn in ’08-’09 and 

more recently during the last quarter of 2015, the 

construction industry let off many workers and has 

neglected to look to hire young people to fill the gaps. 

Not only is this because of financial constraints, but 

also younger more tech savvy workers are much less 

interested in the construction industry than in previous 

years. Another important note on the industry is that a 

significant portion of construction materials have 

inputs tied to petrochemicals. This indicates a risk for 

the company as oil prices may rise over the coming year 

to a point that makes Eagle’s traditional construction 

business less profitable and could crush the oil and gas 

proppants segment only a year and half into existence. 

According to the World Banks estimations, crude oil 

will jump in value by over $10 by 2017, an unfavorable 

forecast for any inputs related to petrochemicals.  

 

 
 

People 

 

The management team at Eagle have all been working 

at the firm for at least ten years. It has been company 

practice to promote from within to fill vacant upper 

management positions. In April of this year a new CEO 

was elected from his previous position as the executive 

vice president of gypsum. Dave Powers has a 

challenging job to undertake, he is assuming 

responsibility just after the previous CEO approved the 

acquisition of CRS Proppants and put Eagle in a 

dangerous position. According to Eagle’s records, the 

upper management team of 7 men has a combined 

industry experience of over 100 years, and the majority 

of members have been focused on construction for a 

great portion of their career. While this could be seen 

as a positive, in the current market when macro events 

are having such an impact on the price of inputs for 

construction, a team of executives who have a broader 

experience may be more beneficial. 

Porters Five Forces 

 
Eagle is currently positioned in a highly saturated 

market with relatively stable growth in most of its 

operating segments. Porter’s five forces are a great 

means of standardizing the position of a firm in relation 
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to the industry, the scores are standardized on a scale 

from 0-100 with 0 being the least impactful. For Eagle, 

the bargaining power of suppliers lies directly in the 

middle of the scale with a score of 50. This indicates 

that suppliers do not have a significant impact on the 

course of business for Eagle and that the firm can likely 

switch between suppliers if necessary to attain more 

attractive prices. The bargaining power of customers is 

36, indicating that the firm does not have to worry 

about customers demanding lower prices or switching 

to competitors because the industry is highly 

competitive, most firms are offering a very similar set 

of services or products at very comparable prices. The 

intensity of existing rivalry is 42, meaning competition 

amongst firms is not necessarily overwhelming, but it 

does play a role in effecting how management makes 

their decisions. The threat of substitutes for Eagle has 

the highest score at 92. This is because the industry is 

saturated with so many firms performing the exact 

same set of operations, customers can look to many 

other places to satisfy their needs. In this type of 

industry customer loyalty is essential, and providing 

some sort of key value driver for that customer is 

critical.  Finally the threat of new competition scores 67 

on Porter’s scale, meaning other firms in the same 

industry are fairly likely to compete for customers with 

Eagle. Thanks to high barriers to entry this score is kept 

down slightly, however existing firms can work to draw 

customers from Eagle in the future.  

 

Conclusion 

 
To summarize, Eagle has had great success in an 

industry that is highly saturated and typically does not 

see above average levels of growth. Unfortunately, 

thanks to aggressive or foolish management tactics, the 

firm has overextended itself and entered into an entirely 

new business that has very little in common to the 

firm’s experience. According to many reputable sources 

including the world bank, the price of crude oil is 

estimated to continue to rise for years to come as 

demand begins to increase once again. Eagle has made 

an unfortunate decision to enter into this market at a 

very inopportune time. The company has been feeling 

the impact of a drop in oil prices and demand for their 

products since the purchase of CRS, and could be 

forced to sell or significantly modify the business in 

order to avoid serious value destruction. In 2015 the 

firm was forced to endure an impairment on contracts 

with customers for CRS products of 28.5 million 

dollars. Oil and gas in the United States is an industry 

that has been growing at an incredible rate, so much so 

that it has had a profound effect on the supply and 

demand for crude throughout the world. Eagle has 

chosen to enter into this hostile, over saturated industry 

at a time when the company should have been looking 

to use earnings as a means for increasing shareholder 

value. The rise in cost of construction inputs such as 

cement will also make future growth challenging for the 

firm. Lastly, the anti-trust lawsuit that has been taken 

out against many firms in the gypsum business could 

spell disaster for Eagle pending on the outcome of that 

case. It is unlikely that the market has accurately valued 

this and the other factors effecting Eagle in the coming 

year. Because of this my one year target price for Eagle 

is $56.79 and I am recommending a SELL.   
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